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We report on the results of the low-frequency (1/f, where f is frequency) noise measurements in

MoS2 field-effect transistors revealing the relative contributions of the MoS2 channel and Ti/Au

contacts to the overall noise level. The investigation of the 1/f noise was performed for both as

fabricated and aged transistors. It was established that the McWhorter model of the carrier number

fluctuations describes well the 1/f noise in MoS2 transistors, in contrast to what is observed in

graphene devices. The trap densities extracted from the 1/f noise data for MoS2 transistors, are

2� 1019 eV�1cm�3 and 2.5� 1020 eV�1cm�3 for the as fabricated and aged devices, respectively.

It was found that the increase in the noise level of the aged MoS2 transistors is due to the channel

rather than the contact degradation. The obtained results are important for the proposed electronic

applications of MoS2 and other van der Waals materials. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4871374]

Recent advances in the exfoliation and growth of two-

dimensional (2D) layered materials have allowed for investi-

gation of their electronic and optical properties.1–4 Among

these material systems, molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) is one

of the more stable layered transition-metal dichalcogenides

(TMDCs).5,6 Each layer of MoS2 consists of one sub-layer of

molybdenum sandwiched between two other sub-layers of

sulfur in a trigonal prismatic arrangement.7 A single-layer

MoS2 shows a direct band gap of �1.9 eV, while bi-layer

and bulk MoS2 exhibit an indirect band gap of �1.6 eV and

�1.3 eV, respectively.8–10 It has been demonstrated that bi-

and few-layer MoS2 devices are promising for sensing, opto-

electronic, and energy harvesting applications.11–13 Owing to

its relatively large energy band gap, the MoS2 field-effect

transistors (FETs) offer reasonable on-off ratios, which sug-

gests possibilities for digital or analog electronic applications

of this 2D van der Waals material.13,14

Like other material systems, practical applications of

MoS2 devices in sensing and in digital or analog electronics

are only possible if the material and devices meet the mini-

mum level requirements for low-frequency 1/f noise.15–23 The

sensitivity of amplifiers and transducers used in sensors is ulti-

mately defined by the flicker (1/f) noise.23 The accuracy of a

system limited by 1/f noise cannot be improved by extending

the measuring time, t, because the total accumulated energy of

the 1/f noise increases at least as fast as the measuring time t.
In contrast, the system accuracy limited by white noise, e.g.,

shot or thermal noise, increases the measuring time as t1/2. For

this reason, the sensitivity and selectivity of many types of

sensors, particularly those that rely on electrical response, is

limited by 1/f noise. Although 1/f noise dominates the noise

spectrum only at low frequencies, its level is equally impor-

tant for electronic applications at high frequencies, because 1/f
noise is the major contributor to the phase noise of the oscil-

lating systems. The up-conversion of 1/f noise is a result of

unavoidable non-linearity in devices and the electronic sys-

tems, which leads to phase noise contributions.

Meeting the requirements for 1/f noise level could be

particularly challenging for 2D materials, where the elec-

trons in the conducting channels are ultimately exposed to

the charged traps in the gate dielectrics and substrates.24 The

contributions of contacts to the low-frequency noise can also

be significant owing to imperfection of the technology for

metal deposition on TMDCs. Investigations of the low-

frequency 1/f noise in MoS2 devices are in its infancy,25–27

and many questions regarding the specific physical mecha-

nism of 1/f noise in this material remained unanswered,

including the role of metal contacts and aging. The

nanometer-scale thickness of the device channel may change

the noise level compared to devices with conventional fea-

ture sizes.19–24 In this letter, we address these issues while

focusing on separating the contributions from the MoS2

channel and Ti/Au contacts to the overall noise level. The

devices selected for this study used bi-layer and tri-layer

MoS2 films, because they are more robust for practical elec-

tronic applications.

Thin films of MoS2 were exfoliated from bulk crystals

and transferred onto Si/SiO2 substrates following the stand-

ard “graphene-like” approach.28–30 The thickness H of the

films ranged from bi-layer to a few layers. Micro-Raman
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spectroscopy (Renishaw InVia) verified the crystallinity and

thickness of the flakes after exfoliation. It was performed in

the backscattering configuration under k¼ 488-nm laser ex-

citation laser using an optical microscope (Leica) with a

50� objective. The excitation laser power was limited to less

than 0.5 mW to avoid local heating. In Figure 1, we present

informative bands at �382.9 cm�1 (E1
2g) and 406.0 cm�1

(A1g), consistent with the previous reports of the MoS2

Raman spectrum.31 Analysis of the Raman spectrum indi-

cates that this sample is a tri-layer MoS2 film. The latter fol-

lows from the frequency difference, Dx, between the E1
2g

and the A1g peaks. The increase in the number of layers in

MoS2 films is accompanied by the red shift of the E1
2g and

blue shift of the A1g peaks.31 This sensitivity of the Raman

spectral features of MoS2 to the film thickness was used to

reliably determine the thickness of the samples used for fab-

ricating FETs.

Devices with MoS2 channels were fabricated using elec-

tron beam lithography (LEO SUPRA 55) for patterning of

the source and drain electrodes and the electron-beam evapo-

ration (Temescal BJD-1800) for metal deposition.

Conventional Si substrates with 300-nm thick SiO2 layers

were spin coated (Headway SCE) and baked consecutively

with two positive resists: first, methyl methacrylate (MMA)

and then, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). These devices

consisted of MoS2 thin-film channels with Ti/Au

(10-nm/100-nm) contacts. The heavily doped Si/SiO2 wafer

served as a back gate. Inset in Figure 1 shows a scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) image of representative MoS2 –

Ti/Au devices. The majority of the bi-layer and tri-layer

thickness devices had a channel length, L, in the range from

1.3 lm to 3.5 lm, and the channel width, W, in the range

from 1 lm to 7 lm.

Figures 2(a)–2(c) show the room-temperature (RT)

current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the fabricated MoS2

devices. Figure 2(a) presents repeated sweeps of the

source-drain voltage in the range from �0.1 V to þ0.1 V.

The linear I-V characteristics suggest that the MoS2 – Ti/Au

contacts are Ohmic. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the

drain-source current, Ids, as a function of the back-gate bias,

Vg, in the semi-log and linear scale, respectively. As seen,

the device behaves as an n-channel field effect transistor.

The curves of different colors correspond to the source-drain

bias, Vds, varying from 10 mV to 100 mV. As seen from

FIG. 1. Raman spectrum of an MoS2 thin film showing the E1
2g and the A1g

peaks. The increase in the number of layers in MoS2 films is accompanied

by the red shift of the E1
2g and blue shift of the A1g peaks. The energy differ-

ence, Dx, between E1
2g and the A1g peaks indicates that the given sample is

a tri-layer MoS2 film. Inset shows a SEM image of a representative MoS2 –

Ti/Au field-effect transistor. The pseudo colors are used for clarity: yellow

corresponds to the metal contacts while blue corresponds to MoS2 thin-film

channel.

FIG. 2. Current-voltage characteristics of the fabricated MoS2 FET at room

temperature. The drain-source current for repeated sweeps of the

source-drain voltage in the small-voltage range between �0.1 V and þ0.1 V

at Vg¼ 0 V (a). The drain-source current, Ids, shown as a function of the

back-gate bias, Vg, in the semi-log (b), and linear scale (c).
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Figure 2(b), a representative device reproducibly reveals a

well-defined threshold voltage, Vth¼ (�7)–(�8) V obtained

from the linear extrapolation of Id versus Vg characteristics

(in the linear scale). The threshold voltage varied from de-

vice to device depending on channel size. It steadily shifted

more negative as a result of aging. The current on/off ratio

greater than 6.6� 103 was determined at a drain-source bias

of 80 mV. We deduced a subthreshold slope of 549

mVdec�1 at the bias of Vds¼ 100 mV.

In Figure 3, we compare the transfer I-V characteristics

and calculated effective mobility for as fabricated and aged

transistors. Aging results in the threshold voltage shift from

Vth¼�7 V to Vth¼�7.5 V and a current increase at high

gate voltages. A rough estimate for the total contact resistan-

ces, RC, can be obtained by plotting the drain-to-source re-

sistance, Rds, versus 1/(Vg-Vth), and extrapolating this

dependence to zero as shown in the inset to Figure 3. For this

particular device, the procedure yields the contact resistance

of RC� 2 MX and RC� 1.5 MX for as fabricated and aged

devices, respectively. The contact resistance, RC extracted

from the intercepts in the inset to Figure 3 was used for the

effective mobility calculation:35

lef f ¼
Lg

COXðRds � RCÞðVg � VthÞW
: (1)

Here, COX ¼ eoer=d¼ 1.15� 10�4 (F/m2) is the oxide capac-

itance, where eo is the dielectric permittivity of free space, er

is the dielectric constant and d is the oxide thickness. We

used er¼ 3.9 and d¼ 300 nm for the SiO2 layer. As seen

from Figure 3, the extracted effective mobility is virtually

the same for virgin and aged devices, and only weakly

depends on the gate voltage. The uncertainty in the value of

the contact resistance results in the uncertainty of the calcu-

lated mobility. However, the values of the mobility obtained

for this and all other devices were in the range of 1–8

cm2/Vs, which is typical for similarly fabricated MoS2

FETs.11,14,32–34 For the noise trap density analysis the exact

value of the contact resistance is not so important, as will be

shown later.

The noise was measured in the linear region at

Vd¼ 50 mV keeping the source at the ground potential. The

voltage fluctuations from the drain load resistance of

RL¼ 50 kX were analyzed with a dynamic signal analyzer

(SR785). The measurements were conducted under ambient

conditions at room temperature. Figure 4 shows typical low-

frequency noise spectra of voltage fluctuations, Sv, as a func-

tion of frequency for several values of drain-source and gate

biases. One can see that the low-frequency noise is of the 1/f
type without any signatures of generation-recombination

bulges. To verify how closely the noise spectral density fol-

lows 1/f dependence, we fitted the experimental data with

1/f a. The parameter a varied in the range from �0.75 to

�1.25 without revealing any clear gate bias, Vg, dependence.

The latter suggests that the traps contributing to the noise

distributed uniformly in space and energy.23

For any material technology, it is important to analyze

the relative contributions of the device channel and contacts

as well as to assess the effects of aging. To accomplish this

goal, we calculated the short-circuit current fluctuations in

the usual way as SI¼ Sv[(RLþRds)/(RLRds)]
2, where RL and

RD are the load and device resistances, respectively. The

noise spectrum density at different drain-source biases was

consistently proportional to the current squared at a constant

gate voltage Vg: SI� Ids
2. The latter implies that the current

does not drive the fluctuations but merely makes the fluctua-

tions in the sample visible via Ohm’s law.19 The noise was

measured in the same devices within the span of two weeks.

As a result of aging, the threshold voltage shifted to a more

negative value and total drain to source resistance decreased.

The circular symbols in Figure 5 represent the normalized

current noise, SI/Ids
2, as a function of the gate bias for the as

fabricated device and device aged for a week in ambient

atmosphere (Transfer current voltage characteristics of these

devices are shown in Fig. 3). One can see that the normalized

noise spectral density is an order of magnitude larger in the

week old device. The latter suggests that capping of MoS2

with some protective layer may be a technologically viable

way for reducing 1/f noise for practical applications.

FIG. 3. Transfer current-voltage characteristics and effective mobility for as

fabricated and one week aged transistors at Vd¼ 80 mV. The inset shows the

plot of the total drain to source resistance versus 1/(Vg-Vth) used for contact

resistance estimate.

FIG. 4. Typical low-frequency noise spectra of voltage fluctuations, Sv, as a

function of frequency f for different values of the gate bias. The data are for

the linear regime at Vd¼ 50 mV and the source contact at a ground potential.

The measurements were conducted under ambient conditions at room

temperature.
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Let us now investigate the relative contribution of the

metal contacts and device channels to the overall level of 1/f
noise. This issue is of particular importance for MoS2 devi-

ces due to the fact that the technology of metal contact fabri-

cation to TMDCs is still rudimentary. Since the contact

resistance is not negligible, we consider that both the metal

contact and MoS2 channel contribute to the measured noise.

In this case, we can write that23

SI

I2
ds

¼ SRCH

R2
CH

R2
CH

RCH þ RCð Þ2
þ SRC

R2
C

R2
C

RCH þ RCð Þ2
: (2)

Here, SRCH/RCH
2 is the noise spectral density of the channel

resistance fluctuations, RCH is the resistance of the channel,

RC is the contact resistance, and SRc/RC
2 is the noise spectral

density of the contacts resistance fluctuations.

Assuming that the channel noise complies with the

McWhorter carrier number fluctuation model, we can write

for the noise spectral density, SRCH/RCH
2, the following

equation:15,20

SRCH

R2
CH

¼ kTNt

cfWLn2
s

; (3)

where k as the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, c is

the tunneling parameter taken to be c¼ 108 cm�1, ns is the

channel concentration, and Nt is the trap density. In the

strong inversion regime, the concentration ns can be esti-

mated as ns¼Cox(Vg-Vth)/q. Since the total resistance,

RCHþRC, was measured directly, and contact resistance can

be extracted from the current voltage characteristics, there

are just two fitting parameters in our analysis, Nt, SRC/RC
2.

In Figure 5, we show with the dashed lines the model fit-

ting for the noise dominated by the channel contribution and,

separately, by the contact contribution (i.e., the first term and

the last term in Eq. (1), respectively). The solid lines show

the sum of both contributions. The fitted values of the con-

tact noise were determined to be SRC/RC
2¼ 0.25� 10�4/f,

and 0.5� 10�4/f for the as fabricated and aged devices,

respectively (with the contact resistances RC¼ 2 MX
and RC¼ 1.5 MX for the as fabricated and aged devices,

respectively). The extracted trap densities are Nt¼2

� 1019 eV�1cm�3 and Nt¼ 2.5� 1020 eV�1cm�3 for as fab-

ricated and aged samples, respectively. The uncertainty in

the trap density estimation is close to 20% (due to the inac-

curacy of the contact resistance estimate which we varied

within the range 1.3–2.2 MX for both as fabricated and aged

devices). The agreement of the model fitting (Eqs. (2) and

(3)) with the experimental results indicates that the a priori
assumption of the McWhorter model description was valid.

The model description allows one to clearly distinguish the

contributions to the noise from the MoS2 channel and from

the metal contacts. The absolute value of the trap density

extracted is within the range found in MoS2-based transistors

by other methods.33,36

Let us now compare the noise mechanism in MoS2

thin-films with that in conventional semiconductors, metals,

and graphene devices. It is known that 1/f noise is either due

to the mobility fluctuations or the number of carriers fluctua-

tions. In conventional semiconductor devices, such as Si

complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) FETs,

1/f noise is described by the McWhorter model,15 which is

based on the carrier-number fluctuations. In metals, on the

other hand, 1/f noise is usually attributed to the mobility fluc-

tuations.19 There are materials and devices where contribu-

tions from both mechanisms are comparable or

cross-correlated. By assuming the McWhorter model for the

MoS2 channel noise we were able to reproduce the overall

noise gate-bias dependence in MoS2 FETs. The latter indi-

cates that the 1/f noise mechanism in MoS2 FETs is similar

to that in conventional Si CMOS transistors: carrier number

fluctuations with the traps widely distributed in space and

energy. It is important to note here such 1/f noise behavior is

quite different from that of another important 2D material,

graphene, where the gate voltage dependence of noise does

not follow the McWhorter model.15 It was shown that 1/f
noise in graphene can be more readily described by the mo-

bility fluctuation.24 The latter was concluded on the basis of

analysis of the gate bias dependence,37–39 effect of electron

beam irradiation damage,40 noise scaling with the thick-

ness,41,42 and measurements of noise in graphene devices

under magnetic field.43

There is another important observation from the experi-

mental data and model fitting presented in Figure 5. The am-

plitude of noise and corresponding trap density in the MoS2

channel increased more than an order of magnitude as a

result of aging. Meanwhile, the contact noise only slightly

increased and contact resistance even decreased in the aged

device. Therefore, we can conclude that aging results mainly

from the deterioration of the MoS2 channel. Contrary to our

observations, the studies of the low-frequency noise in a

single-layer exfoliated MoS2 device25 and a few-layer CVD

grown MoS2 device26 revealed the compliance of the noise

behavior with the Hooge empirical relation. On the other

hand, transistors based on the multilayer exfoliated MoS2

structures revealed the McWhorter mechanism of noise in

FIG. 5. Measured and simulated low-frequency noise response of MoS2

FETs. The circular symbols represent the experimental data points for the

normalized current noise spectral density, SI/Ids
2, as a function of the gate

bias for the as fabricated device (blue symbols) and device aged for a week

under ambient conditions (red symbols). The normalized noise spectral den-

sity is an order of magnitude larger in the week old device. The dashed lines

represent the model fitting for the noise dominated by the channel contribu-

tion and, separately, by the contact contribution. The solid lines show the

sum of both contributions. The agreement between the theoretical fitting and

experimental data indicates that the 1/f noise in MoS2 FETs follow the car-

rier number fluctuation model.
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the accumulation mode.27 At this point, it is not clear if these

discrepancies in the noise mechanism interpretations are due to

the different number of layers in the tested devices or different

fabrication technology and quality of the device structures.

In conclusion, we reported results of the low-frequency

noise investigation in MoS2 FETs with Ti/Au contacts. It

was established that both the channel and contacts contribute

to the overall 1/f noise level of the as fabricated and aged

transistors. The intrinsic noise characteristics in MoS2 devi-

ces are well described by the McWhorter model of the car-

rier number fluctuations, in contrast to graphene devices. It

was found that the increase in the noise level in aged MoS2

transistors is due to channel rather than contact degradation.

The obtained results can be used for optimization of devices

with channels implemented with MoS2 and other van der

Waals materials.
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